Respirator statements

- Unified command is not providing respirators for beach clean-up teams or near-shore water operations.
- Air sampling offshore has shown no indications of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) or other contaminants that require respirators in those areas.
- If workers/crew members have any concerns we would rather use their services in another capacity.

General Hazard Statement:

This List is NOT All Inclusive and Each Site Will Have Its OWN Set of Hazards!!!
Stop the Job

- ‘Stop the Job’ or ‘Stop Work’ authority is granted to everyone involved in this effort
- If conditions or your plan changes—Stop the Job!
- If you “think” that there is a hazard or unsafe condition during the job—Stop the Job!
- If someone who was not involved in planning joins work that is in progress—Stop the Job!

If it just doesn’t feel right…. Stop the Job!!

- Stopping the Job should not be seen as a negative; It may be the last opportunity to prevent an incident
- After you Stop a job, regroup and talk through the concern resolve the issue before resuming

Hazard Communication

- BP has received reports of vessel crews who were using decontamination cleaners incorrectly and this impacted the health of the crew members
- The following section provides information on how hazards are communicated for the use of chemicals – particularly ones that a crew might be unfamiliar with
- It is critical to know how to use that chemical to ensure your safety